The primary purpose of this paper is to explore and identify the possibilities for optimizing of digital marketing activities through establishing valuesystems reflected in lead-scoring models. Methodologically, the paper was based on the conclusions of quantitative and qualitative research, largely through drawing conclusions through secondary research, but also through primary research based on experimental, empiric cases of using digital marketing software tools such as the ClickDimension -corporate CRM tool. The empiric part of the primary research was enabled through the author's practical experience as a marketing executive in an IT industry-leading Serbian and regional system-integrator company. Conclusions of this paper can positively influence practical application of marketing, namely CRM tools through which organizations can model their value-systems reflected in lead scoring, in order to best optimize their digital marketing efforts in an optimal utilization of their resources. Although this particular paper focuses on the use of a particular software tools, the methodology translates to other similar consumer-relationship-management tools used in practice as well, making its potential application broader and more relevant to marketing professionals and academic community.
INTRODUCTION
It used to be considered as traditional that the marketing departments, in some medium and most large-sized companies, are the go-to address that uses certain analytics in order to better understand and predict customer behavior that leads towards their purchasing preferences. Th is approach, natively channeled through the activities of marketing departments, have given the companies an opportunity to gravitate towards the more frequent and more focused, highly targeted marketing campaigns rather than the bulk marketing campaigns.
With the recent technology development many processes -including the collection of relevant consumer information and models of their likely purchasing behavior -have been heavily automated. Th is has led to companies' reliance on the evolving modeling and optimization through Sinteza 2019 submit your manuscript | sinteza.singidunum.ac.rs
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some key-process automation. Such a positive evolution has allowed companies to carry out marketing analytics beyond marketing departments only, and empower their cross-functional teams which, by design, have a better position to feed into the company's value system to sibsutitude some of the traditionally marketing led analytics in order to optimize entire business functions.
Although such shared marketing analytics is more pronounced in a B2B oriented model, for the sole reason that B2B markets are typically smaller in size and consequentially easier to comprehend and oversee, the automation of the mentioned processes would also be possible for application a B2C marketing, given the assumption that there would be a reasonably smaller number of targeted markets that share similar key characteristics.
Additionally, the amount and type of data collected by the content that users consensually leave behind themselves throughout use of social media, has changed the strategies of traditional marketing, providing an opportunity to address marketing from a new perspective [1] .
REVIEW OF THE MARKETING-LED PROCESS AUTOMATION
Th e hereby presented core problem is in the fact that many of the inbound marketing-related problems fi nd their organizational bottlenecks in the activities restrained by:
◆ the lack of relevant data, ◆ appropriate resources that would enable the position to process the mentioned data into a meaningful information, ◆ the lack of means to replicate the repetitive processes through a model of automated actions that need little to virtually no attention throughout the process, and ◆ the lack of know-how in managing the automation soft ware streamlined towards general business optimization.
In author's professional experience, particularly in the IT industry, there is an apparent lack of focus on promotion activities towards the end-users targeted advertising. Th ese last mile advertising challenges have been identifi ed as a tangent problem in attracting and maintaining a segment of profi table consumers, and on the other hand to determine those factors that undermine this objective [2] .
Strangely enough though, it is quite curious that many small companies globally are held below the bottom in the competing world regarding earning of profi ts compared with multinational companies mainly because of not employing modern techniques that digital marketing allows for. Consequently, these leads underline the need for a deeper study be undertaken to identify and highlight the probable benefi ts, attached defi ciencies and managing options for the potential disadvantages of digital so that all-sized business, especially the small ones, could join the economic and business competition with the rapidly growing companies [3] .
Just like automation soft ware can pretty much circumvent a key business aspect such as warehousing, marketing process automation could potentially optimize company's resources in order to drive most efficiency out of company's resources. A good example of a business model that used model of heavy marketingprocesses optimization, in order to optimize the business holistically is known as "dropshipping". Dropshipping is a method of selling products in which the seller does not necessarily physically store them. Th is method usually generates more profi t per unit sold due to the cost savings that occurs when retailers outsource the warehousing and distribution process [4] .
Th erefore, the core problem that exist is not if and who within the organization would be in best position to optimize the chosen CRM to best feed the marketing, cross-functional team leaders and members, or management with intel and inputs for future decision making in order to maximize business optimization.
Th e core problem that this research focuses on is the fact that any model of lead-scoring -and some sort of lead-scoring is necessary in order to be able to quantifiably set the KPIs -is a challenge that many of the business will fi nd themselves in.
Optimization of Marketing Processes With Use of Social Networks Th at Feed Data to CRM
Th e fi rst glance at one of the commonly accepted defi nitions of what CRM portraits, is that "CRM is a comprehensive and marketing strategy; that integrates technology, process and all business activities around the customer" [5] , showcases the comprehensiveness of the scope of customer relations.
As Chi-Shen rightfully points out, transactional content defi nes four types of purposes for which people use social networks to communicate:
1. exchange of aff ect, 2. exchange of infl uence or power, 3 . exchange of information, and 4. exchange of goods and services [6] .
A social network may have the characteristics of internal and/or external linkages, and people may not be equally important in the social network nodes in terms of the role they play [7] .
As proscribed by Cox the inbound marketing manager faces the biggest obstacles in overcoming the process automation rely heavily on the lack of eff ective strategic guidance, fairly closely followed by the complexity of the system [8] : Table 1 . Perceived barriers in marketing process automation
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF A LEAD-SCORING MODEL APPLIED TO A MARKETING CAMPAIGN
It is safe to assume that the common denominator for most strategies, regardless of the industry at stake, would rely on utilizing available resources in a manner that is not easily or quickly replicable by the relevant competitors. Instead of the classic strategies approach which insisted that the organization responds to changes in the environment, through the strategy of "shaping" the organization seeks to shape the business environment in its favor, the shaping strategy is particularly applicable in varying industries, such as digital marketing, IT industry, fashion and other areas.
Contrary to the above, the classic strategies have greater success in traditional industries, such as automotive, oil, mining and other less volatile sectors [9] . Yet, the IT industry is one of the leaders of shaping the business in a automated manner, where the business organization tends to lean onto the soft ware to do (at least) most of the repetitive tasks. One of the fi rst dominoes in this structure is, however, the value system of an organization that needs to be shaped thoroughly.
Th is value system will later be refl ected throughout all of the processes -especially the ones aimed at to be automated -and all of the systems outputs. Th erefore, the question of how does an organization model the lead-scoring, in order for marketing activities to fulfi ll its key role (in many B2B organizations this role is to feed the presales or the sales teams)?
It is a well-established practice that marketing department defi nes the values for lead-scoring modeling, based on the:
1. business intuition and information from the presales and sales teams, 2. current market conditions, 3. type of the campaign aimed at targeting a specifi c group.
Some of the good experiences with lead scoring, refl ected some common values and were drawn from: ◆ marketing's experience about the eff ectiveness of particular channels that has led to actual conversions ◆ the aspects that express a deeper involvement should naturally be scored higher in the model ◆ cross-functional teams consisting of both sales and marketing employees should give inputs through several iterations of campaign management, especially in the retargeting stages of the campaign It is critical that the CRM is fed not only from the digital sources, but also from the offl ine points of interaction with the leads, especially considering that the modeled lead-scoring is supposed on bettering organizational processes for developing valuable and timely content to meet customer needs and for integrating content marketing whit B2B selling processes [10] .
Process automation through use of a particular soft ware
In an empirical research, observing an actual experiment carried out by the marketing team of the largest Serbian IT system integrator company, through the use of a proprietary commercial soft ware ClickDimensions (of the so-named company), the results came out quite interesting. Th e experiment itself was aimed at a select number of B2B leads, namely representatives of fi nancial institutions that some contact was already established with and that would be qualifi ed as early-warm leads by the company's sales department.
Th e benefi ts of automated CRM solution are numerous, starting from the better time management to a more accessible qualifi ed workforce to set, monitor and maintain the system is not obliged by formal education, as expressed in the underwhelming off ering of specialize formal education in this fi led globally [11] .
Additionally, the connection between the employee engagement and self-regulated learning seems to be strong, which is obviously benefi cial to the companies deploying a CRM solution [12] . A CRM solution such as the ClickDimension lands onto the architecture of MS Dynamics, understanding that an organization would use a single ERP platform to manage its resources across its diff erent business functions.
One of the campaign fl ow's steps was as an automated email to the targeted group that would lead to a topic-specifi c blog post, which would contain a fairly simple fi ll-in for to opt in for further information on the topic. Th is step of the fl ow is a usual engagement of a direct, targeted communication channel that intends to establish direct communication to a member of a particular targeted group. Email itself is known to be a primarily one-way channel in marketing communication, so in order to make it a returnchannel that could provide some behavioral inputs for the analytics, the email itself had a strong call-to-action.
Below are some of the outcomes of the automated email campaign carried out as a fl ow-step in a particular campaign for a soft ware solution for fi nancial institution, as a pre-sales support campaign.
Graph 1. Conversion results of an automated email campaign
Interestingly, through the warm-leads automated email campaign, which is not known as the most effective conversion-focused channels in the digital marketing tools, we can see that the conversion rate was actually extremely high at 23% of the total number of responses.
Some alternative methods, such as social media targeting and retargeting would have a far less eff ective outcomes, with reasonably good conversions ranging from 3-5% of total outreach.
Lead scoring modeling based on iterative campaign management
Although the modeling for particular lead-scoring would vary from one market situation to another, the underlining idea is that a model that would refl ect organizational values and long-term goals is applicable as foundation to the later-evolving, situation-specifi c models that would come out of CRM's lead scoring [13] .
Obviously the core architecture of a marketing campaign depends on the contextual market conditions, inclusive of the given product characteristics, targeted audience's preferences, competitor's recourses, planned level of marketing investments, and many other contributing factors.
Th e experience of establishing a lead-scoring model from a particular campaign, a conclusion has been made that he following campaign fl ow gave results better than anticipated:
Graph 2. A particular digital campaign fl ow Th e fi rst step of the campaign was to produce the initial content, a blog post, that was aimed at providing some valuable information to the targeted readers and at the same time serve the campaign as the early traffi c driver. Th e attributed score for the lead-scoring at this fi rst step of the fl ow was at about 20%, as the selection metric was fairly wide.
A proven way to begin assessing the digital marketing opportunities would start with SEO as a service. SEO has a dominant role in the digital promotion strategy, since it infl uences the positioning of digital channels available to an organization such as: web sites, blogs, social network accounts, etc. So, web pages can be optimized to become "the most attractive" for the search engines in order to be fi rst displayed when searches are performed using browsers [14] . Th e attributed score for the lead-scoring at this fi rst step of the fl ow was much higher -at 35%.
If the blog content and platform and the SEO criterion turned out to be success, the later stages of the campaign can aff ord the lower lead scoring as the quality of the lead-pool should have been heavily refi ned by now. In other words, the new, retargeted leads are now much more likely to lead to conversions. Th erefore, the remaining 45 points are distributed as of 15-25-5, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
Th e author of this paper does by any means advocate that the processes automation should in a way substitute for the existence of marketing teams; furthermore, the main argument is that the marketing-native teams should devote their time to the more critical processes that required their expertise, rather than focusing on highly repetitive routine-based tasks.
Establishing modeled lead-scoring through confi guring the CRM's tools could likely lead to the overall business optimization. Th e benefi ts of establishing a good model are apparent in the facts that it requires only informal/practical education, relies on organization-wide knowledge of processes and information rather than the marketing-specifi c expertise, and is fairly easily quantifiable and measurable -nearly in real-time.
Th ese conclusions drawn from the paper analyses direct towards a modeled solution that that would be highly applicable in companies that already have in use a CRM such as Microsoft Dynamics, Oracle BI or some other similar solution. however, the author assumes that the proposed methodology could possibly be applicable to other brand's CRM solutions as well, given some necessary adjustments.
